We first demonstrate a simple "one-pot" method to synthesis uniform Fe 3 O 4 hollow microspheres in the presence of PEG in ethylene glycol by using urea to control their morphologies. The interior cavity of the hollow spheres can be tunable by reaction time. The Lamer model was used to explain the formation of magnetite hollow spherical structures based on the experimental observations. The obtained hollow Fe 3 O 4 microspheres showing superparamagnetism with a high saturation magnetization of ca. 86.4 emu/g, and also had an enrichment surface of -OH groups, which will be favorable to the further modification with other biomedical molecules.
INTRODUCTION
Nanoscale magnetic materials have aroused extensive attention owing to many special properties related to size reduction, which has yielded a wide range of applications in different fields such as ferrofluids, advanced magnetic materials, catalysts, colored pigments, high density magnetic recording media, and medical diagnostics. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] Among various magnetic nano-or micro-particles, monodisperse magnetite (Fe 3 O 4 particles have been considered as an ideal candidate for biological applications such as a tag for sensing and imaging, 7 a drug-delivery carrier for antitumor therapy, 8 and an activity agent for medical diagnostics 9 due to their good hydrophilic and biocompatible properties. It is well known that the properties of nanomaterials are affected not only by their chemical composition, but also by their structure, shape and size. 10 So the magnetic functional materials with novel structures, including tubes, rods, octahedral, wires, sheets, and selfassemble structures with size from several to hundreds of nanometers, have been developed. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] Among nanomaterials with different structures, hollow magnetic microspheres have received much attention for their peculiar properties and potential applications. For example, the hollow microspheres can combine diagnosis and controlled release in one system through filling the hollow core with desirable * Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
drugs, and the hollow space can also extend the single catalysis function of Fe 3 O 4 to be multifunctional, such as carrier of reactants and nanoreactor, where the catalyst Fe 3 O 4 is naturally laying at the interface. The essential advantage of a hollow sphere versus a solid particle is the carrier function and confinement effect, whose function and application have not been fully explored yet. The exploration of magnetic hollow spheres in function and application sectors requires a cost-effective preparation strategy that can be industrialized without compromising the essential structural parameters such as size, size distribution, shape, hollow structure, and shell thickness. Therefore, a great effort has been dedicated to the synthesis method of magnetic hollow spheres with desirable structure and properties.
Among them, template synthesis is a prevalent approach to obtain magnetic hollow spheres that has been employed by many groups. [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] However, use of templates usually suffers from disadvantages related to high cost and tedious synthetic procedures, which may prevent them from being used in large-scale applications. 23 Very recently, a number of template-free strategies based on self-assembly of primary nanocrystals have been developed and offer more convenient and green ways to fabricate nanostructures. [24] [25] [26] [27] But to the best of our knowledge, there are only limited reports concerning on the synthesis of magnetic hollow nanostructures and their interesting properties without any templates. Only in 2006, Chen et al. 20 presented 28 also use FeCl 3 · 6H 2 O and urea as the starting materials to synthesis magnetic hollow core/shell hierarchical nanostructures. The reaction first took place in an autoclave that was sealed and maintained at 160 C for 15 h to obtain the precursor, and then heated at 300 C under different atmospheres. After that, to improve the hydrophilicity and biocompatibility for subsequent drug loading and drug release experiments, they use PEG-20000 to modify the hollow core/shell hierarchical nanostructures of Fe 3 O 4 . The obtained hollow spheres showed a superparamagnetic characteristic with a lower magnetization values and an improved hydrophilicity and biocompatibility properties. But the procedure is still tedious. Thus, a simple method to synthesis wellcontrolled hollow magnetic spheres with applicable properties for bio-applications is a challenge task.
In this paper, we first demonstrate a simple "one-pot" method to synthesis uniform Fe 3 O 4 hollow microspheres in the presence of PEG in ethylene glycol by using urea to control their morphologies. The obtained PEG-modified Fe 3 O 4 spheres have better hydrophilicity, biocompatibility and also behave superparamagnetic properties, which are all crucial requirements for any bioapplications of magnetic nanomaterials. Finally, the crystal growth mechanism depending on the urea concentration is investigated and a possible formation mechanism is also briefly suggested.
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Chemicals
Analytical FeCl 3 · 6H 2 O, Ethylene glycol reagents were purchased from Beijing Chemical Reagents Company, chemical reagent of PEG-10000 was purchased from Beijing Yi-li Chemical Reagent Company, all the reagents were used as-received without further purification.
Synthesis
In a typical experiment, FeCl 3 ·6H 2 O (1.35 g, 5 mmol) was dissolved in ethylene glycol (40 ml) to form a clear solution, followed by the addition of urea with a certain amount and polyethylene glycol-10000 (1.0 g). The mixture was stirred vigorously for 30 min and then sealed in a Teflon-lined stainless-steel autoclave at 200 C for a period of time, and allowed to cool to room temperature. The black products were washed several times with deoxygenated distilled water and anhydrous ethanol, and finally overnight dried at 60 C in vacuum.
Measurements
X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were performed on a Bruker D8 Focus diffractometer equipped with a source of Cu K radiation ( = 1 54178 Å) at a step width of 0.02 . The morphologies and structures of the as-synthesized magnetic materials were observed with field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Specific surface areas were calculated using the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) model, and the pore size distributions were evaluated from the desorption branches of the nitrogen isotherms using the Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) model. The magnetic properties of the samples were investigated by a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometer at 300 K. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) spectra were measured with a Perkin-Elmer 580B infrared spectrophotometer with the KBr pellet technique. Thermogravimetric analysis and differential scanning calorimetry (TGA-DSC) data were recorded with a thermal analysis instrument (SDT 2960, TA Instruments, New Castle, DE) with a heating rate of 10 C min −1 in an air flow of 100 mL min −1 .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The detailed procedures for the preparation of samples are described in the experimental section, and the conditions for some typical samples are listed in Table I . It is revealed that the hollow spheres of magnetite can be obtained at the quantity of urea as low as 40 mmol.
The black products were characterized by X-ray powder diffraction (XRD). As shown in Figure 1 , the XRD patterns can be indexed to (shown in Figs. 2(b, e, h and 3 b, e) ) that the surfaces of the prepared samples are not very smooth, which are composed of some much smaller particles with the size about 5-20 nm. What is more, some broken spheres with a hollow interior can be observed in the SEM images (shown in Figs. 2(d, g and 3 d) ) and they can be further confirmed by the high magnification SEM images (shown in Figs. 2(e, h and 3 e) ). Figure 2(e) gives the typical enlarged SEM image of rupture hollow sphere with hemispherical shape and the wall thickness of the shell is about 120 nm. The hollow structures are further investigated by the TEM images as shown in Figures 2(f), (i) and 3(f) , respectively. The intensive contrast between the dark margin and the bright center of the particles confirms the existence of hollow structures in the resulting spheres, which is consistent with the SEM observation. The corresponding selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns (inset in Figs. 2(f and i) ), taken from the hollow spheres, show that the hollow microspheres are composed of many single crystalline nanoparticles.
The influences of experiment parameters on the structure of final products were investigated systemically and the results show that the time and amount of urea play key roles in the formation of monodisperse Fe 3 O 4 spheres. The XRD analysis results in Table I If we continue to increase the amount of urea, the polyhedral and hollow sphere particles could be observed. Also with the increase of the urea concentration, size of the particles can decrease from 700 nm to 300 nm. But there could be little effect on it when the amount of urea reaches to 40 mmol. The TEM and SEM images also indicate that longer reaction time has no obvious changes for the surface morphology, but the interior cavity of the hollow spheres expanded. On the basis of above investigations, the lamer model can be used to explain the formation of microspheres with hollow structures. The formation of hollow spheres can divide into three stages. In our synthesis, we use urea to control the magnetite structure. The large amount of urea can sharply increase the OH − concentration in the solution which can exceed the critical nucleation concentration, resulting in a relatively fast formation of nucleation in the initial stage. The freshly crystalline nanoparticles are unstable and tend to aggregate and form large magnetite spheres by the force of minimization of interfacial energy 29 and the magnetic dipole-dipole interaction. Thus the fast nucleation and aggregation growth will make the large spheres have ruleless inner holes in the second stage. Finally, the gaseous cavities formed by the decomposition of less urea and the further Ostward ripening processes make the obvious hollow microspheres. The schematic illustration of the formation process is shown in Figure 4 .
To investigate the difference of the surface areas among these samples, nitrogen adsorption and desorption experiments were carried out (shown in Fig. 5 ). According to the IUPAC classification, 30 the isotherms could be categorized as a type IV with an inconspicuous hysteresis loop observed in the range of 0.4-0.9 P /P 0 for sample 6, 0.0-0.4 P /P 0 for sample 10, 0.8-1.0 P /P 0 for sample 11 and 0.2-0.5 P /P 0 for sample 14, which indicate the existence of mesopores. According to the BET model, surface areas of these magnetites were calculated to 44.5, 41.4, 40.7 and 37.8 m 2 /g, respectively, which is higher than the values of iron oxide nanoparticles reported. 31 BJH calculations for the pore size distribution (in Fig. 5, inset) revealed that the distribution for the sample 6, 10, 11 and 14 were centered at approximately 5.8, 5.3, 5.0 and 6.0 nm, respectively, which confirmed the SEM results. The high surface areas and the existence of nanopores on their surfaces can make them be a kind of special magnetic material which may be used as a magnetic carrier in drug delivery. Poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) is a kind of neutral, nontoxic, hydrophilic and biocompatible polymer. In the experiments, we used PEG-10000 to improve the hydrophilicity and biocompatibility of the magnetite spheres. Figure 6 shows the representative FTIR spectra of PEG-coated magnetite. The characteristic band of PEG (C-O-C stretching) was observed at 1069 (spectrum a), 1074 (spectrum b) and 1069 cm −1 , 32 indicating that PEG molecules were indeed adsorbed on the surface of the magnetite spheres. In order to determine the quantity of PEG absorbed on the surface of magnetite spheres, we investigated the thermal behavior of sample 9 in air (shown in Fig. 7 ). The first weight loss about 250 C can be ascribed to the removal of residual EG (b.p.198 C), which was around 1.054%. Through the procedure of decomposition of PEG-10000 and oxidation of Fe 3 O 4 , we propose that the final obtained products were Fe 2 O 3 with the content of about 95.765%. Then through the law of conservation of mass, we calculated that the content of Fe 3 O 4 in the sample was about 92.573%. So the quantity of PEG-10000 which was absorbed on surface of the magnetite is about 6.37%. That result proved that the obtained PEGcoated magnetite can provide enough -OH groups for the further applications.
The magnetic properties of the representative samples (sample 6, 11 and 13) were also investigated and shown in Figure 8 . M-H curves of all magnetic particles at 300 K show nonlinear, reversible characteristic with no hysteresis, namely, exhibiting superparamagnetic behaviors. According to the enlarged SEM images, we observed that the composed grains are smaller than the superparamagnetic critical size of Fe 3 O 4 (D p = 30 nm). 33 So it is reasonable that our samples show a superparamagnetic response. The magnetic saturation values are 82.3, 86.4, and 84.3 emu/g for sample 6 (solid spheres), sample 11 (hollow spheres) and sample 13 (hollow spheres), respectively. It can be seen that the hollow spheres possess a higher magnetic saturation values than for the solid spheres. The difference in M s may be attributed to the change in particle size and interior structures, and more detailed investigations of magnetic properties of these products are in progress. Finally, we studied the colloidal stability and magnetic response of aqueous solution of PEG-coated magnetite microspheres, shown in Figure 9 . From Figure 9 (a), it can be seen that the PEG-coated magnetite microspheres can be easily dispersed by an ultrasonication in water to form a black solution and remain suspended in aqueous solution for more than six hours. The microspheres also could be drawn to the sidewall from the solution by applying a magnet besides the vial within two minutes ( Fig. 9(b) ). As far as our result is concerned, combination of the special morphology and superparamagnetic property, these reversible magnetic structures have great potential in application as microscopic fluid flow, biomaterials separation, drug-delivery systems, and so forth. 
CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we developed a convenient and effective "one-pot" route to synthesize high-yield PEG-coated monodisperse hollow single-crystal 
